
Microwave Baking Bags
aka The Potato Bag

Materials
• 9” x 42” main fabric (or two 9” x 21”)
• 8 ½” x 21 ½” cotton batting
• Cotton thread

Construction
1. Use only 100% cotton materials
2. Fold  fabric in half, rights sides together. If using two 

pieces place pieces rights sides together.
3. Lay 100% cotton batting centered on top of fabrics, 

against wrong side. Pin in place.
4. Mark a 3” are along the center of one short area for an 

opening.
5. Sew around all four sides just catching the batting in the 

stitch line, this will be a 3/8” seam allowance. LEAVE 
OPENING of 3” at markings, along one short edge.

6. Cilp corners and trim any excess batting from the seam 
allowance. Turn right side out and press, making sure to 
fold in raw edges along the opening. Top stitch short edge 
to close; optionally use a decorative stitch for an accent.

7. Measure in 6” from each short end and fold ends towards 
middle along these marks. Pin in place.

8. Sew both sides closed  making sure to back tack both 
ends AND where the flaps overlap. There needs to be at 
least 2” of overlap for bag to work.

9. Turn right side out and press.
Wash project before first use.
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Baked Potatoes in 5 minutes or less
Five simple steps:

1. Wash it, leave it wet
2. Wrap it in a paper towel

3. Put it in the bag
4. Microwave it 4-6 minutes

5. Wrap it in Aluminum foil until 
ready to eat

PLEASE NOTE: COOKING ONLY ONE POTATO IN BAG MAY CAUSE IT TO 
OVERHEAT, REDUCE COOK TIME BY 1 MINUTE IF THIS HAPPENS.

• Wash the potatoes and leave moist.
• DO NOT PIERCE ANY HOLES IN THE POTATO.
• To keep the bag clean, wrap moist potatoes in a paper towel. 
• Place 1 to 3 potatoes, in paper towels, into the bag. 
• Close the flap. 

To close the flap, pull the flap down towards the bottom of the bag as far 
as it will go, even if this causes the bag to fold over.

• Cook on high, 4 to 6 minutes depending on the number & size of the 
potatoes and the power of the microwave. 

• Do Not use the “Baked Potato” button, it will overcook. 

Sweet Potatoes ADD 30 seconds to 1 minute depending on size
Corn in the Husk SUBTRACT 1 minute, soak husk in water and trim hairs before 

rolling in a paper towel, then placing in bag

After cooking, let the bag air dry. 
MACHINE WASHABLE, no fabric softener.


